Protons collide in the CERN intersecting storage rings by unknown
seminars 
PHYSICS III SEMINAR 
Monday, February 1 
11 .00 
Theory Conference Room 
"A nuclear physicis t ' s view of the periodic system" 
S . G . Nils son / Lund 
PHYSICS I - ELECTRONICS 
E X P E R I M E N T S COMMITTEE 
Monday, February 1 
U . 3 0 
Auditorium 
Tuesday, February 2 
0 9 . 3 0 
NP Conference Room 
OPEN S E S S I O N 
The following items will be discussed : 
1) Proposal : Study of baryonic exchanges with the Omega appara-
tus, by CERN-Collège de France - Eco le Polytechnique - Orsay 
Collaboration - PH I / C O M - 7 1 / 8 . 
2) Proposal for Omega : An experiment on baryon exchange with 
production of a forward A , by CERN-ETH-Kar l s ruhe -Sac l ay 
Collaboration - PH I / C O M - 7 1 / 6 : presented by A. Mill ier . 
3) An experiment on K p_^K° T T + TT n usin^g the Omega. A propo-
sal to study non-diffractively produced K resonances by CERN-
ETH Collaboration - PH I /COM-71 /3 : presented by W. Beusch . 
4) Proposal to use the Omega system to study the spectrum of 
strange bosons, by University of B a r i - CERN - University of 
Glasgow - University of Bonn - PH I/COM-70/64- : presented 
by A. Grant. 
CLOSED S E S S I O N 
CERN PARTICLE P H Y S I C S 
SEMINARS 
Tuesday, February 2 
1 6 . 3 0 
Auditorium 
Tuesday, February 9 
16 .30 
Auditorium 
"Coherent production of meson systems by pion nuclei" 
P. Mùhlemann / ETH-ZH 
"Measurement of spin rotation parameters in pion-nucleon scattering 
at high-energy" 
Y. Ducros / Sac lay 
TECHNICAL PRESENTATION 
Thursday, February 4 
U . 30 
Conference Room DD - Labo. 4 
2nd floor - No.2 - 011 
Presentation of computer programme PAN given by representative 
of F I D E S /Zur ich . 
This programme may be of interest to both engineers and techni-
cians working in the field of electronic circuit analys is . 
Previous computing experience is not necessa ry to follow the pre-
sentation which will be given in English. 
Renseignements : M. Diraison/ 
FIN / 2475 
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